Jantzen Belliston: Hi everyone – Thanks for joining our ATCE session on Auditor today. We’re excited you’re here! We’ll get started at about 9:35 MST. In the meantime, feel free to start filling out the poll questions you see on your screen. All lines have been muted to keep the recording clear of any background noise. Feel free to use this chat pod throughout the session and one of the moderators will answer your questions. Thanks!

Gaurav Pratap: yes

Claudette Voyer: Hi!

Abhinav Puri 2: Yes

Markus Buss: Yes!

Anand Wate: I can hear you

Anand Wate: thnx

Ashutosh Pandey: loud and clear

Abhinav Puri: yes

Jon Viray: To access Auditor you can also follow this link:

Jon Viray: https://auditor.adobe.com

Jantzen Belliston: Feel free to ask any of your questions here in the chat pod.

Jani Sjölund: Is there any requirements of Tag Manager Library version to run audit? 

Jon Viray: Jani, Auditor can run scans regadless of your tag manager, or even if you don't have a tag manager deployed.

Randy Floyd: Thanks, Jantzen!  Realizing of course that there are challenges, are there any plans to expand this product to have more functionality in Single Page Applications?  I tried to run on our "m." sites, and  rec3eived a message that it only ran on one page.

Vicki Miller: I am an Observe Point customer already, does this new tool offer the same or different things?

Randy Floyd: RegEx for the win!

Jani Sjölund: Ok, thank you. I tried the other day but Auditor could not crawl, I wonder that perhaps we need to contact ClientCare to get crawl IP to open in firewall/load balancers

Jon Viray: Randy, Erika is developing aditional assessments. I don't know if SPAs fall within scope. Let's ask this in Q/A at the end.

Randy Floyd: Sounds good!  (And hi, Jon.) :-)

Jon Viray: Hey Randy =)

Patrick Hillery: @Vicki Adobe Auditor only offers a small subset of the ObservePoint technology. Hopefully that was clear after seeing Erika's demo

Jon Viray: Vicki, Auditor is specific to understanding/improving your Adobe implementation. OP can audit technologies outside of Adobe's offerings.

Fares Aldik: My site is behind a login, does auditor support simulations?

Erika Barber: @Randy & @Fares Currently, Auditor does not offer those capabilities (SPAs and secure content).  

Erika Barber: ObservePoint allows you to do those things though

Miguel Fernandez: Offers ObservePoint the possibility to audit native mobile apps?

Dan Horman: @Fares Aldik - yes we can support simulations behind a login

Pranay Goyal 2: Does this scan Adobe target and audience manager implementation?

Erika Barber: @Pranay yes

Fares Aldik: Does OP support Post method

Jon Viray: @Fares, Dan Horman works for ObservePoint. Currently Auditor can not run scans behind an authentication. ObservePoint can run scans behind a login.

Patrick Hillery: @Pranay Yes it does scan hundreds of technologies

Pranay Goyal 2: thanks @Erika. Do you have any sample report avaialble to have a look at about Adobe Target and Audience manager scan?

Patrick Hillery: @Fares yes we can support any post call

Gaurav Pratap: we have a strict security process on introducing new tools. Will OP  be a concern from that perspective?

Fares Aldik: @Erika, does Auditor scan AT.jS (new adobe target) implementations including mbox paramaters? 

Erika Barber: @Fares here is more info on the tests that are currently available: https://marketing.adobe.com/resources/help/en_US/auditor/r_test_reference.html

Fares Aldik: Is Auditor strictly supporting Adobe tags? or can i use it like OP to validate a custom tagging platfom? (my custom collector has a server side connection to Analytics)

Erika Barber: @Fares good question.  Today it only scans client-side implementations on websites

Fares Aldik: but the client-side is strictly Adobe client side tags right? 

Erika Barber: We're investigating ways to audit server-side data and settings as well

Erika Barber: Yes, Adobe only

Pranay Goyal 2: its great webinar

Erika Barber: OP can scan non-Adobe tags

Miguel Fernandez: Does Observepoint offer native mobile apps audit??

Fares Aldik: Thank you ! Have a wonderful day. 

Gaurav Misra: Thank You...very informative!

Markus Buss: Thank you very much, very informative session!

Patrick Hillery: @Gauarav.  Typically since ObservePoint isnt installed as a new JS technology and it is capturing public data from the front end security reviews are typically not necessary.  

Patrick Hillery: @Gauarav in a few situations we have done security reviews with Large Financial institutions.

Randy Floyd: Any plans for automated scheduled reports?

Gaurav Pratap: @Patrick: will love to chat about it detail. Can you please reach out on my email ?

Patrick Hillery: Sure thing @Gaurav.  Assuming we can get your email from Adobe :)

Patrick Hillery: or email me patrick.hillery@observepoint.com

Gaurav Pratap: done. Will email @patrick. Cheers

Patrick Hillery: Yes it is shown the exact same

Patrick Hillery: Yes behind logins & larger scans with the same data

Anand Wate: the way scan result shows recommendations for DTM library, I assume the is applicable to Launch as well?

Erika Barber: We have a separate set of tests specific to Launch

Anand Wate: ok, thanks Erika!

Erika Barber: Also, one more note about SPAs, AUditor should be able to scan if the SPA uses alternate URLs

Patrick Hillery: @Randy in ObservePoint you can automate audits and you can also leverage the API to kick them off when needed around a release

Erika Barber: If the variations are not link related then it may not scan

Anand Wate: So, if my SPA has every page with different URL, it is still doable from Auditor?

Erika Barber: should be, as long as OP's technology can find a link to crawl to the next page

Patrick Hillery: @Anand it depends

Randy Floyd: Thanks Patrick!  Great session, all!! 👍😀

Randy Floyd: hmmm... Erika, can you reach out to me RE: your last SPA comment?

